
Compare plant OEE
vs Planned

Utilization in
real-time.

Check actual
production vs

planned and identify
system bottlenecks. 

Generate early
warning alerts for
downtimes and

bottlenecks.

Visualise and track machine
performance indicators in
real time, book losses and

defects

Productivity
Prodigy

 Leading and Lagging process,
cycle time optimization.

Operational
Excellence 

 

"We rolled out Datonis Digital
Factory – productivity App across

multiple plants and it has
already helped us discover
significant opportunity to

improve throughput. The app
has enabled us to bring focus to

the operations excellence
initiatives in the plants."

Director, Operations
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improvement
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order to delivery lead

time 

World's Leading Manufacturer of Industrial
Products
Roll out industry 4.0 products and solutions across
plants to significantly improve opportunity for
insourcing, reduce unplanned downtime & reduce
response time from order to delivery.

We promise. We deliver.

PRODUCTIVITY
Real-time monitoring, analytics, and alerts on Production and Productivity KPIs

OUR USP's

Contact us
www.altizon.com | Sales@altizon.com

 Office Locations: Princeton, NJ (USA) and Pune (India).
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